
Fourlanesend 3 – 3 Harrowbarrow 

This was always going to be a sturdy test for our impressive squad of sporting talent. 

Blue skies and a pristine pitch glistening in the glorious Cornish summer sun set the scene for 

another magnificent display of high tempo match day drama. 

From kick off, Harrowbarrow showed aggression and skill not seen in our previous matches. Alissa 

and Felix worked tirelessly, closing down opposition attack and demonstrating some great fluid 

passing. Zach and Jack (surely that’s a title for a story book, ‘The Adventures of Zach and Jack’!), 

anyway, those two were fantastic; strong and resolute in the tackle, calm in possession. 

Harrisson came on and worked super hard, laying his body on the line for the team, Daisy showed 

good movement and positional awareness. Then they got a bit of luck, a fly landed on the end of 

James’s nose just as their striker whacked the ball, 0-1. 

The second half kicked off with the dynamic Tirian working his magic, teaming up with Jan and Pottz, 

swift passing, composure and a smart finish, 1-1. 

The next few minutes were so action packed that an over excited Mr Wilde had to sit down holding 

an ice pack to his forehead. 

HB got one back, 1-2. Our heroes gritted their teeth, rolled up their pink sleeves, and were 

magnificent. Jan, gazelle like, swift, graceful, calm; played the pass of the match opening up the 

opposition like a surgeon, Pottz was there once more 2-2. 

In a flurry of superb play we took the lead, Pottzy did it again, 3-2! 

James saved a couple of blistering shots as HB piled on the pressure, eventually we conceded 3-3. 

Corin and Lewis came on, working super hard and showing promise for the years ahead. The final 

whistle went from an out of breath and out of shape ref. 

Our first draw but still undefeated this season, well done to all the team. 

Player of the match goes to Mani “Pottz”, superb throughout and his first hat-trick. 

More theatre next week with a cup match derby against Millbrook on Tuesday and St.Germans on 

Friday, both at home.  

 

 


